
In Computing we will… 

Use algorithms to create and debug simple  

programs. 

     Continue to learn how to use      

technology safely and respectfully. 
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Explore with me through land, 

sky and sea!  

Key Vocabulary 
 

journey    explore  colony  discovery 

moon  astronaut  space station  Earth          

polar regions   Antarctica 

As Scientist we will 

Develop our scientific enquiry skills, creating 

and investigating questions. 

Learn to identify, name, sort and compare 

birds, fish, reptiles, mammals and         

invertebrates. 
Find out what animals eat and label them as  

carnivores, herbivores or omnivores. 

As Historians we will… 

 Develop understanding of the lives and  
significance of the travel and exploration of 
Christopher Columbus, Neil Armstrong, Tim 

Peake and Ann Bancroft. We will know the 

location of their achievements and investigate 
why they are remembered today. We will   

investigate the differences and similarities of 
each explorer and make judgements on them 

based on their findings.  

As Readers we will… 

Take part in daily Read, Write Inc, session 

and read regularly with an adult,  

clarify new words, make predictions,          
summarise what we have read, ask and        
answer questions about what we are   

reading. 

As Writers we will…  

Read and write simile poems. 

Plan and write  a short narrative based  
upon the story ‘The Way Back Home’ by   

Oliver Jeffers.  

Plan and create warning poster for an alien.  

As Mathematicians we will… 

Investigate 2D and 3D shapes and their  

properties.  
Sort shapes using their similarities.  

Explore numbers 0-10. 

Partition numbers using the part-whole  
models. 

In PE we will…  

Take part games which develop our team 

work and defending skills.  

In the Arts we will… 

Develop our drawing skills through  

experimenting with different lines and   

smudging. 

Compare the work of different artists. 

In RE we will… 

Explore the question, ‘Why worship?’ 

In Jigsaw we will… 

Explore the theme, ‘Dreams and Goals’. 


